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Abstract Anti-aging medicine has emerged in the

past two decades as both a medical practice and

scientific objective largely aimed at intervening into

the process of aging itself rather than its ‘‘associated’’

diseases. This has provoked a both excitement and

concern in bioethical deliberations on the meaning

and potential impact of an effective intervention. In

this article, I examine the different ways in which

bioethicists, other social scientists, and anti-aging

proponents frame anti-aging goals, in particular, the

construction of immortality as its implicit and explicit

aim. This research is based upon over 9 years of

anthropological, ethnographic interview- and obser-

vation-based research in the field and draws substan-

tially from the US President’s Council on Bioethics’

deliberations on this topic as well as from interview

data and other publications/discussion on anti-aging

medicine. I argue that while the framework of life

and death provide the primary structure for many

bioethical and social science critiques of anti-aging

medicine, many if not most anti-aging practitioners,

researchers, and advocates employ the alternative

structure of health and pain to orient their work.

These divergent orientations of life/death and health/

pain beget competing conversations around anti-

aging medicine; including voices from the front lines

of anti-aging practice complicate bioethical critiques

and ultimately beg different questions. Positioning

the painful, physiological decline of aging as the

ultimate adversary rather than death challenges

traditional models of biomedical intervention based

on ‘‘nature’’ and ‘‘disease’’ constructions.
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Introduction

From cat food to skin care products, human growth

hormone to the future of biomedical interventions,

anti-aging has provoked a wave of great excitement

and deep concern in the United States and abroad.

The notion that aging itself can and should be a target

for intervention has sparked the growth of a field that

includes thousands of anti-aging clinics internation-

ally, scores of websites and companies selling ‘‘anti-

aging’’ products, the founding and funding of

numerous biotech firms and non-profit organizations

promoting the advancement of anti-aging, as well as

the generation of sober academic research efforts.

While the moniker ‘‘anti-aging’’ means different

things to different groups, it is clear that the idea of

intervening into aging has, over the past 20 years,

moved from the Star-Trek periphery of science

fantasy into a serious contemporary pursuit.
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Because anti-aging is a highly diverse and still

nascent field—and some argue that it is not a field at

all—defining its goals is problematic. Analysts of

anti-aging have proposed a variety of models to

understand the variety of anti-aging endeavors. These

include pursuits for longer life by combating disease

in younger and middle aged persons, for immortality

and for retarding, arresting, and even reversing the

process of aging itself (de Grey et al. 2002a). The

latter models draw the most critique as the former is

already embraced by biomedicine and presents less

dramatic or extreme results. How these might be

experienced is also in question as an intervention

could lead to a prolonged, ‘‘healthy’’ adulthood

followed by a ‘‘normal’’ decline, or a rapid decline

preceded by a greatly extended adulthood. Or,

perhaps it could, in the most extreme scenario,

engender immortality.

The bioethical discussions around anti-aging have

expanded over the past decade as research has begun

to show ‘‘real promise’’ (PCBE 2003a) for develop-

ing efficacious interventions. Bioethics here refers to

the branch of ethics dedicated to the philosophical

study of ethical questions emerging from, in part,

biotechnologies and biosciences. I am also including

as part of the bioethical discussion the moral values

attributed by various proponents and opponents of

anti-aging to anti-aging since it is critical for

emerging fields to be considered ‘‘good’’ for their

continued support (Mykytyn 2006b; Borup et. al.

2006). The concerns over anti-aging developments

tend to trade upon two main themes (see also Post

2004a): that of an insult to human nature which is in

part defined by its aging and mortality (Callahan

1994, 2006; Kass 2004; Manheimer 2000; Mitchell

et al. 2004; Vincent 2006) and that of a threat to

social justice (Chapman 2004; Dumas and Turner

2007; Fukuyama 2002; Holstein 2001; Singer 1991).

The former involves discussions of whether aging is

‘‘too natural’’ to affect and the latter pertains to

whether anti-aging is a moral good for individuals

and society.

In many critiques of anti-aging, the goals of

immortality or at least death-postponement are taken

to be the banner for all that is anti-aging. Whether

critiques speak to issues of nature or social justice,

anti-aging is explicitly or implicitly characterized as a

kind of immortality quest. This conflation of anti-

aging with immortality reveals a kind of a priori

linkage between aging and dying. Indeed, this was

what initially intrigued me in this research; after

relentless, unproductive hammering of practitioners

and researchers with questions about mortality over

the course of this research, I finally realized that for

most proponents anti-aging is not really about death

or immortality.

Rather, anti-aging advocates clamor most funda-

mentally for a salve to the physiologically painful

decline that has become synonymous with aging.

This decline is constructed as agonizing for individ-

uals, heartbreaking for families, and costly for society

at large. Ameliorating the decline is, however,

actually quite different from preventing or postponing

death. Intervening into the process of aging with the

intent to add both ‘‘years to life and life to years’’ is

different from ‘‘not dying.’’ Decline pertains to a

deterioration juxtaposed to ‘‘good health’’ and ‘‘more

time’’ whereas death is juxtaposed to life in any form.

While death is clearly an end result of a physical

decline and an interloper in the quest for more time,

preserving and extending the quantity and quality of

life, more than thwarting death, provide the most

provocative goals of many anti-aging advocates.

Death for many proponents will always ‘‘just hap-

pen’’ yet optimal health requires a helping hand.

Optimal health, in this regard, tends to be focused

upon bodily pain and less so around issues of

productivity loss, the ‘‘forgetful moments’’ often

associated with aging, or the ways in which physical

suffering often engenders, practitioners argue, emo-

tional, spiritual, familial, and social pain. While

discussions around the ‘‘aging brain,’’ and in partic-

ular the notion of declining productivity factor into

some of the anti-aging advocacy, these tend to

implicate socio-economic benefits of anti-aging (the

notion that if people were much healthier and

therefore productive in older ages then so would

economies benefit). In anti-aging clinical practice,

however, these kinds of issues seem to be part and

parcel of aging’s physical decline and so become

more an aging symptom than a primary axis of

intervention. This being the data trend in my

research, I speak more in reference to the story of

bodily pain and bodily aging and less pointedly to

that of the aging brain.

While proponents generally think about anti-aging

upon the axis of pain and health, many opponents

frame the discussion upon the axes of nature/disease
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and life/death. Critics seem to hold tightly to an

aging-death-nature narrative even when faced with

assertions to the contrary. The United States Presi-

dent’s Council on Bioethics dispenses with state-

ments that anti-aging is not about immortality by

asserting that immortality is, in fact, a ‘‘secret

longing’’ that motivates the field (PCBE 2003a,

182). By framing aging and anti-aging in terms of

life and death-avoidance, respectively, little room is

left for a discussion of pain.

I concentrate this analysis on how the framing of

anti-aging goals in relation to immortality or, alter-

natively, the decline of aging orients bioethical

meditations. In particular, I focus on the United

States President’s Council on Bioethics’ (PCBE)

work on anti-aging. The PCBE, commissioned by

President George Bush in 2002 to ‘‘advise the

President on bioethical issues that may emerge as a

consequence of advances in biomedical science and

technology’’ (Bush 2001), engaged in deliberations

on the topic of ‘‘age-retardation.’’ Despite the clarity

of the term ‘‘age-retardation’’ which signals a

dialogue focused more upon the decline of aging

rather than its culmination, much discussion centered

around the notion of immortality. Indeed, this focus

inspired three councilmembers to pen a commentary,

‘‘more in demurral than dissent’’ (Safire 2003, xvii),

published in the Council’s final report critiquing the

report for rendering its analyses upon immortality

(Gazzaniga et al. 2003, xii).

This is not to ignore, of course, the significant

group of individuals and groups who labor under the

mantle of post- or transhumanism arguing that

immortality is but a mere extension of the scientific

triumph over a malleable and vulnerable nature.

‘‘Immortalists’’ are highly visible in the anti-aging

field and offer up compelling visions of downloading

ones memories and replacing body parts and body

systems nanotechnologically (e.g. Kurzweil and

Grossman 2004). Nonetheless, while these people

play an important role in the increasing visibility and

contentiousness of anti-aging, they do not represent,

from my experience, the majority of anti-aging

advocacy.

In this article, I examine the work of the Council

and other bioethical writings within the context of

statements expressed by anti-aging clinicians, advo-

cates, and researchers. At stake in these discussions is

more than support or opposition to anti-aging

medicine; it is the construction of aging, nature, and

their relationships to biomedicine that are at issue.

The framework that structures bioethical analyses on

the scaffold of life and death affects not only the

texture of opposition but also its contours. Examining

anti-aging ‘‘on the ground’’—in the clinic, in the lab,

and in the public sphere—complicates these bioeth-

ical portraits. In this essay, I explore the dissonances

between the life/death and health/pain frameworks,

maintaining that they are different conversations

altogether. A focus on health and pain makes possible

a different set of questions around anti-aging pursuits,

primarily in regards to the silhouette of aging and the

mandate of biomedicine. It challenges traditional

biomedical approaches to the body that depend upon

the construction of disease alongside the concept of

health as an absence of disease. Anti-aging medicine

effectively asks not what is biologically normal but

rather what is scientifically possible.

This paper is based upon anthropological field-

work conducted since 1999 with anti-aging practitio-

ners, advocates, and researchers in the United States,

England, Germany, and Denmark (though the major-

ity of work has been US-based). I have attended

numerous major anti-aging conferences, local meet-

ings, and sessions held at the annual Gerontological

Society of America conferences. I have observed in

anti-aging clinics, talking with clinicians at length

using open-ended, ethnographic interviewing strate-

gies (Johnson 1998; Levy and Hollan 1998; Spradley

1997) and have interviewed researchers of anti-aging

medicine in their laboratories and at conferences. The

importance of the internet and email listserves in the

circulation of scientific and cultural ideas cannot be

overlooked in this field; I have subscribed and read

voluminous daily posts on the topic and regularly

explore some of the most ‘‘popular’’ websites. Along

with the plethora of writing both in press and on-line,

observing and participating at these various sites,

formally interviewing thirty practitioners and

researchers and speaking more casually with many

others has provided a rich body of data from which

this analyses arises.

The Anti-Aging Medicine Field

Since the early 1990s, the field of anti-aging medicine

has grown tremendously with a conspicuous uptick in
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activity in new millennium. Emerging from the far

periphery of clinical and scientific realities, anti-

aging has become a very real possibility for many.

Groups such as the controversial American Academy

of Anti-Aging Medicine (A4M) and the Life Exten-

sion Foundation have emerged as clearinghouses for

practitioners and patients, dispensing information

both on-line and in print, organizing conferences

and offering directories of anti-aging practitioners.

Currently, there are over 2,400 anti-aging practitio-

ners worldwide, with over 1,300 in the US1 treating

patients with ‘‘anti-aging’’ protocols including, but

not limited to, controversial human growth hormone

injections. Other organizations, such as the Geron-

tology Research Group, the International Longevity

Center, and the Methuselah Foundation focus more

upon scientific research and/or scientific advocacy

rather than clinical work. Numerous biotechnology

firms, such as Geron, Elixir Pharmaceuticals, and

Advanced Cell Technology have emerged or incor-

porated anti-aging research in their portfolios (Hall

2003; Solomon 2005; West 2003). Still more univer-

sity-based researchers are involved in anti-aging

related research.

The majority of anti-aging research, practice, and

consumption takes place in the US, but it has secured

an increasingly global presence with clinics operating

on every continent, and researchers working in

Europe (Robert 2004), Australia (Cardona 2007;

Underwood et al. 2007), and the Pacific Rim. This

concentration of anti-aging work suggests, not sur-

prisingly, a presence in locations of greater national

wealth, a larger proportion of older individuals, an

embrace of Science, as well as an openness toward

‘‘holistic’’ medicine. While the scholarship is cur-

rently bereft of comparative studies of anti-aging in

different locales and contexts, it is expected that we

would certainly find significant disparities in material

and rhetorical approaches (Robert 2004).

Though scholarship on the genderedness of aging

in general is rich, the gendered aspects of anti-aging

medicine have only recently been addressed. Holstein

argues that while anti-aging may sharpen class

distinctions, it is also likely to disproportionately

and negatively affect older women who tend to have

greater economic barriers and already bear a greater

social burden to appear ‘‘young’’ to obviate social

marginalization (Holstein 2001). From a consumer-

patient standpoint, the impetus on women not to seem

old has dominated the marketing of so-called ‘‘van-

ity’’ aspects of anti-aging like skin care and ‘‘cos-

metic’’ surgeries that create a feminine imperative to

appear beautiful (read: young) (Brooks 2010; Cala-

santi 2005). While some ‘‘technogenarian’’ women

feel that anti-aging appearance interventions is a form

of empowerment (Brooks 2010), Susan Bordo rails

against such claims, condemning the employ of the

feminist rhetoric of ‘‘taking charge’’ to justify the

‘‘industries in anti-aging’’ (Bordo 2003). Neverthe-

less, the impossibility of ever achieving the ideal

body unfortunately contextualizes such experiences

(Calasanti and King 2007; Coupland 2009).

Male bodies are also increasingly vulnerable to

such work, especially with regards to baldness and

erectile dysfunction which frame masculinity and

youth in many of the same ways that femininity and

youth are linked. However, while consumer-directed

anti-aging efforts promote appearance concerns for

female bodies, the discourse for male bodies is that of

sexual performance (Calasanti 2005). ‘‘Medicalizing

discontent’’ (Loe 2006) for men affects at the site of

the penis that does not perform ‘‘as it should’’ but

perhaps can, with the help of Viagra and testosterone

(Marshall 2006). As menopause has been a primary

site of medical intervention upon women’s aging

bodies, andropause is emerging as a supposed

menopause-like condition in men related to a drop

in testosterone production (Conrad 2007; Marshall

2008). Though andropause is not universally recog-

nized as a scientific condition, the notion that male

bodies hormonally decline secondary to aging has

become significant in clinical anti-aging medicine.

This literature examines the production of mean-

ing around consumer bodies and reveals an ‘‘ageist

industry’’ that ‘‘marginalize[s] old people in clearly

gendered ways,’’ (Calasanti 2007). These kinds of

anti-aging are certainly not anti-death but rather anti-

unfeminine and anti-unmasculine in particular ways.

This represents a particular landscape of anti-aging,

one that presents great challenges to be sure, but

overlooks the other forms that anti-aging takes.

1 This number is based solely upon the A4M directory and

does not include numerous other practitioners who are not

affiliated with the A4M. The A4M maintains the largest

database of practitioners. However, these numbers are likely to

be low as at least five of the twenty practitioners I interviewed

were not registered on that site.
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In the laboratory, in the scientific halls of academe,

in the small bodies of roundworms whose genes are

manipulated to dramatically extend their lives, lies

another rendering of anti-aging. And many anti-aging

researchers argue that the consumer-directed inter-

ventions are not really anti-aging. They are anti-

aging-looking, perhaps, in that they attempt to

forestall or mitigate the effects of aging, but they

do not actually intervene directly into the process of

aging itself.

Practitioners and researchers involved with anti-

aging tend to be primarily men, though women,

especially physicians, are indeed present in the field.

Because anti-aging researchers and practitioners tend

to be in middle-late career stages, the configuration of

male–female advocates mirror typical rates of pro-

fessionals in clinical or research fields. Anti-aging as

a specialty is not taught at medical schools in the US

and, as such, new doctors do not typically find their

way to anti-aging practices until later in their careers.

Additionally, because anti-aging is a hugely contro-

versial topic, early-career researchers face a host of

political obstacles that deter or dissuade anti-aging

research pursuits (Miller 2002). Despite the differen-

tials between male and female advocates/practitio-

ners, my interview data show little difference

between male and female interviewees speaking in

terms of anti-aging goals; eliminating or forestalling

pain marks the meaning of their work far more than

avoiding death and their language is not gendered on

this topic.

In both scientific and clinical circles (which

inherently have considerable overlap), professional-

ization structures (Stevens 1971[1998]) for anti-aging

have become important components of legitimacy-

building. Peer-reviewed journals (such as the Journal

of Anti-Aging Medicine, renamed Rejuvenation

Research in 1994) and special journal issues (Annals

of the New York Academy of Sciences 2007, Gener-

ations 2001, Geriatrics 2000, Journal of Gerontol-

ogy: Biological Sciences 2004) along with the ‘‘real

science’’ ‘‘Integrative Medicine for Anti-Aging Con-

ference’’ and many GSA sessions have helped to

ground the promise of future interventions in con-

temporary research practice. While anti-aging is not

currently recognized by the American Medical

Association, nor are anti-aging therapies covered by

insurance companies as such, the A4M continues to

promote anti-aging as a medical specialty by

proctoring credentialing boards for physicians and

other health care practitioners and organizing con-

ferences around the world. These professionalization

mechanisms have helped to lay the groundwork for

the growing cultural traction of anti-aging (Mykytyn

2009).

Anti-aging medicine has engendered numerous

scientific debates, many of them heated. The use of

the term ‘‘anti-aging’’ has been challenged with some

arguing that it links research with the charlatanry that

is seen under the mantle of ‘‘anti-aging’’ (Arking

et al. 2003; de Grey et al. 2002b; Gavrilov 2002; see

also Mykytyn 2006a) and others suggesting that it

smacks of ageism. Whether anti-aging should or

should not be discussed publicly so early in its

evolution has also sparked discussion (de Grey 2000,

2004; le Bourg 2000a, b). However, the means to

achieving an anti-aging intervention has generated

the most animated debate. In particular, Cambridge

University researcher Aubrey de Grey’s Strategies for

Negligible Senescence (or SENS) research program

has triggered a flurry of protest and impassioned

defense (Pontin 2005; Warner et al. 2005; see also

Mykytyn 2009).

The growth of the ‘‘anti-aging industry’’ has

concerned many researchers; in particular the sales

of ‘‘psuedoscientific’’ therapies such as the prescrip-

tion of human growth hormone which has engendered

an especially vitriolic debate (A4M 2002; Blackman

et al. 2002; Drazen 2003; Perls et al. 2005; Rudman

et al. 1990; see also Mykytyn 2009). Scientific

American, a popular monthly general science maga-

zine, published a position paper signed by fifty-one

gerontologists stated that ‘‘there are no lifestyle

changes, surgical procedures, vitamins, antioxidants,

hormones or techniques of genetic engineering

available today that have been demonstrated to

influence the processes of aging’’ (Olshansky et al.

2002; see also Austad 1997; Fossel 1996; Warner

et al. 2005; NIA 1994; Rose 2005). This push to

distance the ‘‘real research’’ from the pseudoscience

has been an effort to protect the hard-won legitimacy

of gerontology (Binstock 2003).

That no intervention currently exists does not,

however, suggest that one may not be developed in

the future and many researchers are similarly optimist

that something will be developed in the next few

decades or so. Research such as that which has

increased the lifespan of mice 20–30% (Kurosu et al.
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2005), of nematode worms six-fold (Kenyon et al.

1993) and ten-fold for yeast (Wei et al. 2008), along

with scores of other research expose what many see

as dramatic promise. This promise, the future, is

responsible for much of the heavy lifting in the field

(Dumas and Turner 2007; Mykytyn 2006b), as it is, in

fact, for emerging scientific fields in general (Borup

et al. 2006; Brown and Michael 2003). The enthu-

siasms and tensions surrounding anti-aging are pal-

pable and growing. For example, in what has been

dubbed a revision of the Scientific American paper

and a ‘‘sea change in public opinion’’ (fightaging

2006), some signatories and authors of that contro-

versial position statement are now promoting a socio-

scientific agenda called the Longevity Dividend

(Olshansky et al. 2006), which aims to place anti-

aging specifically on the national agenda. Though

there are arguably no current interventions, depend-

ing upon whom one asks and how ‘‘intervention’’ is

defined, the future of the field has marshaled consid-

erable economic, sociocultural, and intellectual

resources today.

Aging as Disease and Nature and Process,

Anti-Aging as Enhancement

Defining aging has long been problematic for geron-

tology. Debate surrounds whether biological aging is

a singular process or many simultaneous ones; only

recently has there been any kind of consensus that

aging actually exists (Holliday 1999; Hayflick 2003;

Miller 2002; Rattan and Clark 2005; see also PCBE

2003a, 194). Despite it’s contentiousness in scientific

worlds, aging surely exists in social and experiential

worlds in a ‘‘common-sensical’’ way (Vincent 2006)

and yet here it also presents in such unique cultural

forms that it is difficult to pin down. While the

experience of aging varies tremendously across

gender, socioeconomic, and cultural spaces, the

primary construction of aging, at least in most

Western cultures, frames aging as a largely biolog-

ical, chronologically-coupled decline (Cole 1992;

Featherstone and Wernick 1995; Friedan 1993;

Gullette 1997; Katz 1996; Vincent 2006 among

many others). A push to infuse popular representa-

tions and experiences of aging with notions of

creativity, leisure, wisdom, and productivity have

emerged over the past few decades. These have given

rise to such cultural phenomena as ‘‘life-long learn-

ing’’ and ‘‘encore careers’’ which create a moral

imperative for older individuals to both remain

engaged and contribute to society. Despite these

visible cultural trends, however, the biological rep-

ertoire of the aging body claims the lion’s share of

cultural discourse.

The premise that aging can and should be a target

for intervention is rhetorically mired in considerable

categorical dilemmas. Aging is traditionally situated

within a ‘‘natural life course,’’ marking its implicit

decline (or ‘‘senescence’’) as a fact and facet of

human nature. Biomedicine, on the other hand, is

charged with treating disease, that which is inherently

pathological and therefore unnatural. Thus, treating

aging is tantamount, for many, to linking aging with

disease, despite the fact that many advocates resist

such connection (Mykytyn 2008). The standard of

geriatrics care has been to minister to age-associated

diseases, not the process of aging itself. These

‘‘associated’’ diseases such a late-life cancers, Alz-

heimer’s Disease, and arthritis appear to be classi-

cally pathological because they are not universal

‘‘symptoms’’ of aging but are, quite simply, more

statistically likely for older patients. The goal for

gerontology, then, has been a ‘‘compression of

morbidity’’ in which the onset of such diseases are

‘‘compressed’’ into a shorter time period preceding

death (Fries 1980; see also Juengst 2004). Anti-aging

debates can become easily mired in confusion

between intervening directly into the process of

aging and attending to age-associated diseases; while

these confusions deserve greater attention, I focus

here upon former explicitly.

The extensive social science literature on ‘‘nature’’

and ‘‘disease’’ expose the many powerful ways in

which these terms have been produced, reproduced,

and operationalized (Conrad 2007; Epstein 1996;

Escobar 1999; Farmer 1999; Goodman et al. 2003;

Kleinman et al. 1992; Haraway 1997; Merchant

1983; Singer and Clair 2003; Soper 1996; among

many others). Though social scientists have revealed

the many ways in which the concept of nature is

neither historically nor culturally universal (Escobar

1999, 4; Williams 1980), the category of nature has

been integral to the evolution of science and moder-

nity. It has served as the field of that-which-is-to-be-

understood as well as that-which-can-be-explained.

Nature is subject to experiment and reducible to
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laboratorily configured and scientifically digestible

components (Knorr-Cetina 1992; Latour and Wool-

gar 1986 [1979]) and such appears separate from

culture (Gordon 1988). In nature’s separateness, it

seems to remain external to morality, and as an

objective fact of life.

However, and as much writing on the subject

reveals, nature is neither autonomous, amoral, pure,

nor unsullied. Indeed, nature is precisely where

values are hidden (Escobar 1999; Gordon 1988;

Haraway 1992; Lock 2000; Martin 1992; Merchant

1983). Nature has become ‘‘the basis for truth itself’’

(Kleinman 1982, 8). In what is taken for granted as

nature, or natural, lay ideas about our place in the

world, our rights to the world, our expectations and

obligations, our frames of life and of living; nature

has been critical for the production of meaning

(Robertson et al. 1996, 2). However, nature’s cate-

gorical structure and relevance is increasingly

threatened by new biotechnologies (Escobar 1999;

Franklin 2003; Haraway 1997; Rabinow 1996;

Rheinberger 2000; Strathern 1992). These biotech-

nologies allow us to ‘‘see’’ ‘‘nature’’ in new ways

(Dumit 2003; Keller 1996; Rapp 2003) and have the

ability to disturb the ground upon which traditional

categorizations are sown.

Traditionally, the category of nature would pro-

vide the framework against which disease could be

constructed and treatment directed (Conrad 2007;

Mol 2000; Schoenberg and Drew 2003; Singer and

Clair 2003). Disease marks that which is, first,

undesirable and comes to be abnormal, and even

unnatural; it is the pathological affront to the natural,

healthy body. However, marking a body as ‘‘natural’’

and ‘‘healthy’’ is fraught with problems it is itself

based somewhat recursively upon what is considered

‘‘unnatural.’’ These tricky categories with such pow-

erful operations in play around them are initially

grounded in experiences of desirableness and unde-

sirableness. The work of designating and affixing

categories like disease or health to experiences is the

work of medicalization—a ‘‘process by which prob-

lems and behaviors become reinterpreted as illnesses,

such that a mandate is given the medical profession to

provide some type of treatment for them’’ (Arluke

and Peterson 1981, 271). It is a process through

which some thing that has been articulated as natural

is transformed into some biomedical thing (Conrad

2007). Like the category of nature, disease is subject

to an intense set of sociopolitical processes with

shifting boundaries and rhetorics.

The discipline of gerontology has taken great pains

to divorce disease from aging. The process of aging,

in its universality and relative predictability (Hayflick

2001; see Rose 2004 for an opposing argument) is

inherently natural which, by default, differentiates it

from disease. The watery line between normal and

pathological has been vital to the legitimacy and

structure of gerontological work (Arluke and Peter-

son 1981; Cohen 1998; Lock 1993; Holliday 2005;

Hayflick 2000; Vincent 2006). Treating aging itself

as a disease, as many argue that anti-aging inherently

does (Butler 2001; Dumas and Turner 2007; Haber

2001) defies these historical gerontological approaches

and, for many, resonates as ageism generating a

whole host of resultant bioethical and scientific

problems. It is precisely here that anti-aging advo-

cates levy their most profound charge: that the natural

process of aging itself ought to be the primary site of

therapeutic entry (Landecker 2003).

However, as discussed in greater detail elsewhere

(Mykytyn 2008), most anti-aging practitioners do not

explicitly define aging as a disease. Rather, they

construct their work as targeting the decline as

something that ‘‘we don’t have to accept’’.2 All the

‘‘little aches and pains’’ of aging are implicated here,

with the ‘‘age-associated diseases’’ as extensions of

the decline, even symptoms that we would all get

each of eventually except that ‘‘we die before we

do’’.3 While some advocate for baldly labeling aging

as a disease (e.g. Caplan 1992, 2004,4), the majority

of people with whom I have spoken chafe against

such an idea, largely because aging does seem so

natural. Instead, they refer to their goals as trying to

intervene into the process of aging and they struggle

with how to fit nature and disease into their work

2 I employ pseudonyms when referring to practitioners and

researchers with whom I spoke unless they explicitly consented

to the use of their names.

Interview: Dr. N on 16 October 2001.
3 Interview: Dr. Z on 27 February 2004.
4 Interview: Aubrey de Grey on 29 June 2008. I have spoken

with Dr. de Grey on many occasions as he is a prolific author

on anti-aging issues. I cite him here as an interview respondent

and elsewhere as a reference source; the potential for confusion

in situations like this is one of the difficulties the complicated

nature of anthropological fieldwork with scientists.
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(Mykytyn 2008). But in an interesting twist on the

meaning of nature, the naturalness of aging and its

incumbent pain do not grant aging sanctuary from

intervention; rather, the human nature to liberate the

self from the undesirable is paramount.

The President’s Council struggles with the ques-

tion of whether aging is or is not a disease. During

deliberations, Councilmember Robert George, a Pro-

fessor of Jurisprudence at Princeton University,

questions the difference between a kind of baseline

of decline that we expect and the diseases associated

with aging. What is the difference, he asks, between

all the aches and pains that do not register as disease

events but rather as ‘‘just old age,’’ just part of the aging

process (PCBE 2003b). Councilmember McHugh, a

Professor of Psychiatry at Johns Hopkins University

articulates the flexibility of the meaning of disease:

‘‘I think we’re going to redefine disease, and explain

disease in ways that also ultimately explain aspects of

senescence’’ (PCBE 2003b). In the context of

emerging biotechnologies that continuously generate

‘‘new’’ diseases (Brown and Webster 2004; Cambrosio

et al. 2000; Lock 2000; Conrad 2007), distinctions

between the normal and the pathological in the

decline of aging are increasingly nebulous.

Throughout its final report, the Council references

the treatment of aging as a disease though never

explicitly categorizes aging as/not as a disease.

Clearly, however, the report implies that biomedical

treatment happens at the site of disease and thus

treating aging as a site of intervention is like treating

aging as a disease. Aging is, as bioethicist Stephen

Post writes, ‘‘a process that creates so much suscep-

tibility to disease that it can be approached by

researchers with therapeutic intent’’ (Post 2004b).

Ultimately, the Council poses the question of treating

aging as a disease as one that puts in ‘‘stark terms the

question that defines much of our larger investigation

of the uses of biotechnology that go beyond the

treatment of the sick and wounded: is the purpose of

medicine is to make us perfect, or to make us whole’’

(PCBE 2003a, 227; see also Post 2004b).

The question of the biomedical mandate is

increasingly complex within emerging biotechnolo-

gies; the ‘‘enhancement’’ and ‘‘therapy’’ concepts

have emerged as a way to make sense of such

challenges (Kramer 1993; Parens 1998; Rothman and

Rothman 2003). Therapies restore a threatened or

compromised health whereas enhancements make us

‘‘better than well’’ (Elliot 2003), working ‘‘beyond

what is necessary to sustain or restore good health’’

(Juengst 1998, 29), and taking the body ‘‘to where it

has never been before (Conrad 2007, 87). However,

this framework is epistemologically compromised in

that it is written against that which is natural or

normal. Council Chairman Leon Kass doubts that the

‘‘language of enhancement versus therapy’’ would

prove useful and instead frames the distinction as that

between the ‘‘boundaries between the admirable and

less admirable’’ (PCBE 2002a). With this, the Council

moves ‘‘beyond therapy’’ attempting to transcend

distinctions between enhancement and therapy. The

notion of ‘‘beyond therapy’’ is defined as the

strictly voluntary uses of biomedical technology

through which the user is seeking some improve-

ment or augmentation of his or her own capac-

ities, or, from similar benevolent motives, of

those of his or her children. Such use of

biotechnical powers to pursue ‘‘improvements’’

or ‘‘perfections,’’ whether of body, mind, perfor-

mance, or sense of well-being, is at once both the

most seductive and the most disquieting tempta-

tion. It reflects humankind’s deep dissatisfaction

with natural limits and its ardent desire to

overcome them (PCBE 2003a, 12).

By moving ‘‘beyond therapy,’’ the report intends

to avoid reifying distinctions between ‘therapy’ and

‘enhancement’ since as ‘‘all successful therapies are

enhancing, even if not all enhancements enhance by

being therapeutic’’ (17). The PCBE justifies this

move because the terms are ‘‘are bound up with, and

absolutely dependent upon, the inherently compli-

cated idea of health and the always-controversial idea

of normality’’ (17). Sidelining the issue of ‘‘normal’’

for the sake of avoiding these terms is problematic in

reference to aging specifically because of the signif-

icant relationships between ‘‘nature,’’ human-ness,

biomedicoscience, and aging. Because aging is so

tied to a ‘‘natural life course,’’ norms give aging

meaning and based on these meanings.

Anti-aging proponents and practitioners construct

the drive for ‘‘progress,’’ for overcoming biological

constraints as more natural than is aging. Here, aging

may be natural, but so is the desire and wherewithal

to transcend that which is undesirable. And it is this

second nature which is situated as more moral,

perhaps, but certainly a nature that offers greater
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relief from pain. Thus, their work is largely organized

around the axis of ‘‘optimal’’ health rather than a

‘‘natural life course’’ (Mykytyn 2008). Health and its

symptomatic antithesis, pain, yield greater meaning

rather than nature and disease and even life or death.

Death and Aging

In 2001, President George W. Bush convened the

President’s Council on Bioethics, appointing seven-

teen ‘‘leading researchers and scientists’’ (White

House 2002) to ‘‘advise the President on bioethical

issues, [and] provide a forum for a national discus-

sion of bioethical issues’’ based on a ‘‘deep and

comprehensive understanding of the issues’’ (White

House 2002). While the White House presented this

group as ‘‘diverse,’’ much ink was spilled on the

‘‘stacking’’ of the bioethics deck (Orecklin 2001;

Brainard 2004; UCS 2004). The critiques charge that

the Council was too closely ideologically tied to

Bush’s conservative positions, especially with the

appointment of Chairman Kass, an eminent bioeth-

icist well known for his politically vigorous opposi-

tion to human cloning. When Dr.’s Blackburn and

May were dismissed in February of 2004, another

round of public discussion ensued regarding the

‘‘narrow’’ composition of the panel (UCS 2004).

Thus, the panels’ work began in a foreshadowing

tumult of controversy. Nonetheless, this forum, at the

federal level, is significant precisely because of its

national stage. Theirs was a highly visible discussion

that set anti-aging on an agenda alongside weighty

issues of stem cells and cloning. By taking anti-aging

seriously, and indeed, by envisioning its realization,

the Council moved anti-aging from the wings to the

spotlight.

In late 2002, after the Council had engaged with

discussions of enhancements, nature, biotechnologies

and their shifting connections, two academic

researchers were called to provide testimony on

‘‘age-retardation’’5: Steven Austad, Biological Sci-

ences Professor at the University of Idaho, author of

the pop-science book, Why we age (1997), non-

signatory of the Scientific American position paper,6

and scientific advisor to the Methuselah Mouse Prize7

and S. Jay Olshansky a biodemographer at the

University of Illinois at Chicago’s School of Public

Health and lead author in both the Scientific Amer-

ican position statement and the Longevity Dividend

work. The construction of who counts as ‘‘experts’’ is

not surprising; the Council did not solicit testimony

from a representative or affiliate of the A4M or any

other anti-aging organization, anyone with apparent

interest in one of the biotech firms in search of anti-

aging therapies like researcher Cynthia Kenyon, nor

any social gerontologists or anthropologists research-

ing the ‘‘cultural aspects’’ of anti-aging. The standing

in of Olshansky and Austad for the field suggests that

quantitative, academy-related science confers legiti-

mate expertise. The organization of these testimonies

revealed the Council’s intent to understand the

relationship between aging and its academic study

rather than its practice.

In their testimonies, both Austad and Olshansky

argued that the biomedical focus on disease would

not be sufficient to increase life expectancy or

average life span significantly. Instead, as Olshansky

notes, ‘‘if there’s going to be another quantum leap in

life expectancy, we’re going to have to extend the

duration of life… And here’s where Steve [Austad]

and I are in complete agreement. The only way this is

going to happen, it’s not going to happen by altering

our lifestyles… it’s going to have to happen by

altering the basic biological rate of aging itself, which

is something we cannot currently do, but researchers

are trying to do’’ (PCBE 2002b).

Differentiating between a disease model of inter-

vention, or, as Olshansky refers to it as a ‘‘hurdle

approach’’ wherein as one disease is ‘‘jumped’’

another presents itself (PCBE 2002b), and ‘‘pro-

cess-based investigations’’ (PCBE 2002c) marks a

grand revision in the clinical and research approach

to aging bodies. Intervening upon disease and

5 ‘‘Age-retardation’’ is defined by the Council as the ‘‘slowing

down of the biological processes involved in aging, resulting in

delayed decline and degeneration and perhaps also a longer

life. It is one possible route to life extension’’ (PCBE 2003a,

185).

6 Dr. Austad told me that, though he was asked, he declined to

sign this piece because he did not agree with some of the

statements and wording, particularly in the genetics subsection

(Interview 11 November 2003, see also Olshansky’s statement

to similar effect in PCBE 2003b).
7 Founded by Aubrey de Grey to award researchers for

successful anti-aging interventions in mice. See website

www.mprize.org.
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intervening into the process of aging are entirely

different practices. Though the body has inherent

‘‘biomedical constraints’’ Austad argues that it

‘‘doesn’t mean we can’t intervene in these processes’’

(PCBE 2002c). Both Olshansky and Austad critique

the disease-by-disease approach as being limiting and

limited.

In keeping with the critique of the disease model,

these testimonies assert that the objective for anti-

aging research, practice, and intervention is not

aimed at immortality or even death avoidance.

Austad asserted that anti-aging is not directed at

‘‘the prevention of death, but the preservation of

health…slowing aging is really a much more effec-

tive approach to preserving health, than is the

treatment of individual disease’’ (PCBE 2002c). The

goal of ‘‘health preservation’’ in this sense is a rebuke

to the health-destabilizing events of aging’s decline.

Olshansky similarly contends that because the disease

model will likely ‘‘permit many more of these age-

associated problems to be expressed’’ it is aging that

‘‘should be the enemy, not death’’ (PCBE 2002b).

Situating death as the primary foe here invokes a

mandate for preventing disease whereas with aging as

the adversary, the decline becomes the target. Austad

and Olshansky clearly submit to the Council that,

from their emic perspective, anti-aging is primarily

concerned with the health destabilizing impact of

aging’s decline rather than its ultimate culmination of

death.

The Council spent considerable time reflecting

upon the cultural importance of the life course (of

which aging is a substantial segment), in particular

it’s naturalness and general predictability. This

expected ‘‘size and shape of our future’’ (PCBE

2003a, 209) structures all kinds of social interaction

and personal experience, from relations within fam-

ilies and generations to notions of innovation, change

and boredom. Anti-aging interventions, the Council

concludes in its final report, as do other ‘‘life-cycle

traditionalist’’ writings (Callahan 1995[1997]; Kass

2004; see also Juengst 2004), could ‘‘partially sever

age from the moorings of nature, time, and matu-

rity… [and] could also leave the individual somewhat

unhinged from the life cycle. Without the guidance of

our biological life cycle, we would be hard-pressed to

give form to our experiential life cycle, and to make

sense of what time, age, and change should mean to

us’’ (PCBE 2003a, 217). The Council concedes great

power to the life course in defining the general

‘‘success’’ of human experience.

Centering the life course as central to arguments

around anti-aging resonates for many social scientists

and anti-aging observers yet it chafes many anti-

aging proponents. While Dumas and Turner argue

primarily that anti-aging is a threat to social justice,

they also write that ‘‘the assumptions of the life-

extension project deny the universal order of the

human maturation process’’ (Dumas and Turner

2007). Like many bioethicists who could be catego-

rized as natural law ethicists such as Chairman Kass

and Francis Fukuyama (Post 2004a), this kind of

argument frames anti-aging work as an undermining

of certain aspects of our humanity. However, many

proponents argue that humanness is more usefully

defined against a sense of progress, or liberation from

biological or natural constraints (Mykytyn 2008). De

Grey submits that ‘‘It’s clearly unnatural for us to

accept the world as we find it: ever since we invented

fire and the wheel, we’ve been demonstrating both

our natural ability and our equally natural inherent

desire to fix things that we don’t like about ourselves

and our environment’’ (de Grey 2006). Thus, while

the question of whether we should or should not

pursue anti-aging obviously invokes particular under-

standings of aging, it also calls into play the very

meaning of our humanity.

Whether the life course is a natural or cultural

construction is a matter of debate as some argue that

the body is not structured by time but rather by our

understanding of it (Brown and Webster 2004). Its

etiology notwithstanding, the malleability of the life

course, particularly within the past century’s dramatic

rise in Western life expectancies, is historically

evident. Councilmember and columnist Charles

Krauthammer considered whether we could ‘‘extrap-

olate from our experience in the last century’’ in

hopes of understanding what another ‘‘dramatic’’

shift could look like. Chairman Kass responded that

because we have not yet ‘‘touched the maximum’’ of

human life expectancy, historical shifts in the life

course are unlikely to be precedent (PCBE 2003b).

The political distinction in the US between aging

and death is clear: no one can die of old age. In 1951

the Public Health Conference on Records and Statis-

tics ordered all state and federal agencies to adopt a

standard list of 130 contributing and underlying

causes of death; old age, which was listed as a cause
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of death for thousands in 1950, was no longer specific

enough to earn a place on the list (see also Hayflick

2002). While a person can not technically die of old

age, it certainly circulates as a cause in popular

parlance (Dumas and Turner 2007). Though no move

is afoot to change this policy, some researchers are

questioning this distinction. For example, the eminent

aging researcher Leonard Hayflick who also opposes

anti-aging on both moral and scientific grounds,

writes that ‘‘statisticians would have you believe that

older people must die from a particular pathology, but

I am one of a very few biologists who believe the

opposite…Here’s why: Most of the biomedical

community believes, to the point of uttering it as a

mantra, that the major risk factor that contributes to

the leading causes of death—cardiovascular disease,

stroke, and cancer—is the aging process’’ (2002, 6).

By explicitly grounding aging as the ‘‘risk factor’’ for

fatal diseases, Hayflick locates the etiology of death

at old age as old age.

The aging process is so predictably adjacent to

death that it lends itself to a conflation between the

two or, at least, tremendous difficulties in defining

their boundaries. The life course may end with being

dead but aging is the stage that gets us there, barring

any intervening ‘‘untimely tragedy.’’ Speaking of

aging in such proximity to being dead implies a

process of dying somewhere between—or perhaps

even as an alternate description of aging’s physio-

logical decline. Viewing aging in this way, it would

seem that anti-aging medicine could indeed be a

defiance of death, a technology that ‘‘would not seem

to have moved great distance from Bichat’s famous

dictum that ‘‘life is the sum of all activities that resist

death’’ (Moreira and Palladino 2008, 42).

Aging’s proximity to death and its construction as

a natural precursor (Callahan 1995[1997]; Kass 2004;

Vincent 2006) supplies a moral grounding for the

PCBE. Aging and death go hand in hand and with the

moral significance attributed to mortality, so are

aging and dying morally vital aspects of the human

experience. Despite the fact that the impulse for

immortality is deeply human (Gruman 1966[2003];

Mitchell 2004: 162; Roughley 2000) and our bio-

medical and scientific activity is largely directed at

the prevention of death (Cole 1991; Gruman

1966[2003]; Kass 2004; Moreira and Palladino

2008; Vincent 2006), we are, in a word, ‘‘mortals’’

(PCBE 2003a).

In arguing that life’s meaning is wound with its

end, the Council argues that aging’s decline, as

physically and mentally painful as it may be, is itself

an valuable part of life. ‘‘The very experience of

spending a life, and of becoming spent in doing so—

that is, the very experience of aging—contributes to

our sense of accomplishment and commitment, and to

our sense of the meaningfulness of time’s passage,

and our passage through it. Being ‘used up’ by our

activities reinforces our sense of fully living in the

world’’ (PCBE 2003a, 212 emphasis original). To be

‘‘spent’’ is to be exhausted of everything—of health,

of time, of energy, of curiosity, of desire. In a sense,

it is the process of dying Thus, the physiological

decline of aging is just one of the costs of ‘‘fully

living;’’ to have fewer limitations will, the report

asserts, undermine the very fullness of life. Here

becoming ‘‘spent’’ and the amount of time available

to spend define the experience of aging and even of

life itself as preparation for death. Becoming ‘‘spent’’

or depleted precedes death and thus, life and death

are written against each other as opposed states of

being. The decline, aging’s most identifiable and

widely held characteristic, is therefore part and parcel

of the life course. Yet the report also submits that

aging is part of the process of dying, intertwined

processes inherent in living the decline. Examining

anti-aging through this lens creates the space for

linking anti-aging with anti-death and immortality.

Constructing aging in such close proximity to

death terribly inflames anti-aging advocates who

charge that privileging aging as a part of the dying

process or, at minimum, death-adjacent is far more

ageist than ‘‘trying to do something about it’’8 and

expecting people to quietly suffer the decline. The

advocates with whom I have spoken aspire to combat

this linkage between aging and death directly. By

dissociating aging from dying, these advocates are

trying to infuse aging with a sense of ‘‘life,’’9 and

even a ‘‘new’’ sense of ‘‘health,’’10 assuming a

biological method to reconstruct being ‘‘old’’ or

‘‘older’’ not too dissimilar from those who attempt

similar goals within ideas of ‘‘gerotranscendence’’

(Tornstam 1997) and ‘‘sage-ing’’ (Schachter-Shalomi

8 Interview: Dr. M on 01 July 2002.
9 Interviews: Dr. O on 7 February 2002, Dr. S on 13

September 2001.
10 Interview: Dr. C on 24 October 2000.
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and Miller 1997). In this way, they see the PCBE and

other anti-anti-aging work as being ageist and

paternalistic in that one should embrace aging with

grace rather than declare war on its suffering. As de

Grey writes, ‘‘to say that we should not cure aging is

ageism, saying that old people are unworthy of

medical care (de Grey 2006). Dr. Z, a vocal advocate

of anti-aging recalls attending a Gerontological

Society of America conference in which purple and

yellow buttons were distributed proclaiming ‘‘Cele-

brate Aging.’’ He was disgusted because all of the

people at the meeting had their livelihoods entwined

with aging, such as booths that promoted such things

as Aids for Daily Living that catered to managing

aging. Of course, he argues, the suffering of old age is

the ‘‘real’’ (read: evil) big business that many accuse

the anti-aging ‘‘industry’’ of being.11

In Beyond Therapy, anti-aging efforts are charac-

terized largely within the context of immortality,

despite the fact that Austad and Olshansky testified to

the contrary. The Council writes that

it is more than the dread of decline that

motivates us to seek ageless bodies. The

corruption of the body brought on by aging

points necessarily in the direction of eventual

death… The fear of death, that ultimate and

universal fear, surely has a hand (even if only

implicitly) in motivating the search for ways to

slow the clock. Death is nature’s deepest and

greatest barrier to total human self-mastery…
Our subjection to death—and our awareness of

this fact—is central to what makes us human

(‘‘mortals’’) rather than divine (PCBE 2003a,

182).

Though the report states that the ‘‘scientific quest

to slow the aging process is not explicitly aimed at

conquering death,’’ it argues that anti-aging medicine

effectively ‘‘treats man’s mortal condition as a target

for medicine’’ (PCBE 2003a, 182). In a footnote, the

report acknowledges some disagreement within the

Council, which I shall discuss further momentarily,

and asserts that the quest for ‘‘ageless bodies’’ is

profoundly motivated by a ‘‘secret longing to over-

come death’’ (PCBE 2003a, 182).

Situating desire as ‘‘secret’’ makes it difficult to

prove or disprove; nonetheless, having spent a fair

amount time ‘‘in the field’’ interviewing proponents

and practitioners, sometimes repeatedly, I argue that,

like Olshansky and Austad, the vast majority of anti-

aging practice and research is not couched within a

covert or implied desire for immortality. Over and

again, when asked about death and its relationship to

anti-aging medicine, practitioners argued that ‘‘we

weren’t meant to be immortal… and that’s not what

our goal should be.’’ Invoking God, one practitioner

stated succinctly that when ‘‘it’s your time [to die],

it’s your time’’ and no amount of anti-aging inter-

ventions can thwart it.12

But practitioners’ responses were not always so

straightforward. Dr. N, an eloquent physician with a

tranquil yet busy anti-aging practice had a difficult

time articulating his answer to my question about

death. It appeared to me that he was thinking through

his reply as he was speaking, having perhaps not

considered it before my prompt.

CEM: I’m not really quite sure how you would

eventually die, if we can stop chronic heart disease,

say, or you know these major causes of death

Dr. N: You would die of old age. And dying of old

age would mean your immune system probably

would probably soon go down at a certain point

and you would just die of certain forms of fatigue,

you know, exhaustion and just your energies, your

life forces being in the hole, and you know, it gets

you. But you don’t die of chronic disease. Well,

yeah, you still would. I mean someone, I mean, we

do, I mean cells do age, you know and the

functionality of the cell is not as good and the

body’s not as good as it is in the youngster. Your

compensation, the organ reserve, the cellular

reserve, the reserve to stay healthy is not as good

as in the younger person. So you will be more

vulnerable. So that’s how you die, you die of an

acute disease.

CEM: Right. Pneumonia perhaps, not

cardiovascular

Dr. N: Not cardiovascular disease.13

11 Interview: Dr. Z on 08 August 2002.

12 Interview: Dr. S on 13 September 2001.
13 Interview: Dr. N on 16 October 2001.
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In Dr. N’s reply, we hear his hesitancy. He begins by

arguing that there is no question whether we will die

but situates it within an ambiguous ‘‘old age’’ category.

As he continues talking, it becomes clear that the

chronic diseases of old age would be ameliorated

through his work and the research currently in the

scientific pipeline. The vulnerability explicitly mark-

ing the decline of aging would not lead, for Dr. N, to

acquisition of age-associated diseases but would

ultimately render the aging body more prone to acute

illness. Thus, death is still imminent but is situated not

in relation to aging as much as it is in relation to

diseases that cause death throughout the life course.

Despite difficulty with this question, Dr. N swiftly

reoriented the discussion, arguing that anti-aging is

‘‘basically optimal health medicine,’’ which enables

people enjoy ‘‘a better life’’ through both preventive

and ‘‘lifestyle-choices’’ mechanisms.

Alongside economic reasons for becoming involved

with anti-aging medicine (Mykytyn 2006c), many

practitioners asserted that they became interested in

this practice because of the inadequacies in modern,

traditional biomedical approaches to the aging body. In

particular, fears of losing mental acuity and dignity

in old age surfaced as the most arduous losses suffered

in old age that biomedicine had very little ability to

forestall. Dr. R visibly choked up when speaking of the

familial pain of someone being ravaged by Alzhei-

mer’s Disease and not recognizing her own children.14

Dr. D passionately argued that ‘‘death is not the worst

thing that can happen… memory loss is’’.15 Preferring

death to dementia illustrates a desire for life quality

(‘‘good health’’) rather than life itself. In speaking

about her primary concern with quality of life, Dr. D

questioned whether the life spent deteriorating in

convalescent homes were even ‘‘worth living… I don’t

want to, you know, kill these people and certainly

everyone has a chance to make their own choices—that

is really very important. But I don’t think that

we should work toward that end.’’ By ‘‘that end,’’

Dr. D does not mean death but rather the extreme end of

the decline that she believes is being supported by

contemporary medical practice.

The pain that these physicians bear witness to both

with their patients and their own families presents as

the driving purpose of their work. Like Austad’s

‘‘health preservation,’’ many of these clinicians along

with other researchers ally their work along an axis of

health/pain rather than life/death. Even those who

oppose anti-aging medicine, such as Dr. E, an eminent

gerontologist who concedes that anti-aging is ‘‘more

(about) avoiding deterioration,’’16 speak to decline

much more than death itself. Is this masking a ‘‘secret

longing’’ to avoid death? Are these people shying

away from talk of death so as not to appear fanatical or

irrational? Their responses repeatedly speak of health,

optimal health, pain and rarely of life or death. While

death is clearly ‘‘always there,’’ it only made its way

into any of their discourse with my prompting. While

Steve Horrobin, a Faculty of Law bioethicist at the

University of Edinburgh, concedes that, indeed,

‘‘death is bad… because it shears us from our possible

futures’’ (Horrobin 2005, 8), he argues that ‘‘‘life-

extension’ and ‘death postponement’ are not one and

the same concept’’ (3). The definition of infinite life is

distinguished here from a ‘‘finite set of presently

undetermined or uncertain extent’’ (Horrobin 2005,

14), which, he argues is not well flushed out by

Council Chairman Leon Kass or those who argue in a

similar vein.

Immortality is also seen as such an extreme as to

be virtually implausible. Horrobin calls immortality a

‘‘red herring’’ (2006), and laments the ‘‘common

misconception that radically successful biogeronto-

logical intervention will lead to true immortality.

Even when endogenously unlimited longevity is

disentangled from its mythological cousin, I suspect

that most readers of this essay will ruefully recognize

what a distant prospect that is’’ (Horrobin 2005, 13).

By his account, and that of others (Kirkwood 2005),

immortality is too distant or too implausible to factor

so prominently in the anti-aging critiques. Just as

some argue that immortality is not feasible on

scientific grounds, others have argued the same on

religious grounds. As we have heard with Dr. S, when

God wants a person ‘‘home,’’ no medical intervention

on earth can prevent a ‘‘return.’’

Like Horrobin’s critique of the PCBE, council-

members Blackburn, Gazzaniga, and Rowley

expressed concern about the Beyond Therapy report,

in part for its characterization of anti-aging efforts. In

14 Interview: Dr. R on 19 April 2002.
15 Interview: Dr. D on 18 October 2001. 16 Interview: Dr. E on 30 August 2002.
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their commentary preceding the report, they argue

that ‘‘the best, more scientifically-rooted researchers

have a different goal’’ from that which the report

contends: ‘‘not eternal life, but to improve health

while alive’’ (Gazzaniga et al. 2003, xii). Blackburn

tried with minimal success to separate these ideas

during Council deliberations (PCBE 2003b). Black-

burn and fellow councilmember Janet Rowley argue

that ‘‘without presenting scientific or reliable evi-

dence, the report presents the opinion that research

into prolonging healthy life may result in a lifetime

obsession with immortality. Hence, the [‘‘Ageless

Bodies’’] chapter in the report falls short of explain-

ing the serious challenge of preventing and curing

age-related disease to extend health—very different

from attempting immortality’’ (Blackburn and Row-

ley 2004; see also Post 2004b, 88). Distinguishing

more directly between immortality and interventions

into aging would have allowed for different discus-

sions around the ‘‘potential positive aspects of

slowing biological aging, such as prolonged good

health.’’ Blackburn, a cell biologist at University of

California, San Francisco and William May, Profes-

sor of Ethics Emeritus at Southern Methodist Uni-

versity, were released from the Council in February

of 2004, prompting an ‘‘open letter to the President’’

protesting their dismissal (Elias 2004; Holden 2004).

‘‘Naturalist’’ or ‘‘life-cycle traditionalist’’ approaches,

like that espoused in the report, contend that ‘‘when-

ever ‘anti-aging’ encourages evasion, denial, or avoid-

ance of painful constraints, it points in anti-human or

dehumanizing directions’’ (Cole and Thompson 2001,

7; see also Callahan 2006; Kass 2004; Vincent 2006,

among many others). Others argue that it is ‘‘not within

the remit of biogerontology to preserve aging [decline]

as a palliative to death’’ (Horrobin 2005, 18). Thus, the

question of the biomedical mandate, perhaps the most

critical challenge tendered by anti-aging medicine,

comes to the fore.

The question becomes, then, where and upon what

rationales would anti-aging interventions end? ‘‘In

principle,’’ the Council contends, ‘‘the quest for age-

retardation suggests no inherent stopping point, and

therefore, in the extreme case, it is difficult to

distinguish it from a quest for endless life’’ (PCBE

2003a, 182–183). The ‘‘onward march of science’’

would necessarily result in an immortality quest that

would remove the boundary between old age and

death (Vincent 2006, 12). This kind of construction,

wherein anti-aging therapies are naturalized as anti-

death therapies draws ire from many who argue that,

even with profound anti-aging breakthroughs, we

‘‘would still be mortal and vulnerable’’ (Horrobin

2005, 15). Nonetheless, reframing the question in

regard to the edges of health provokes another

powerful set of related questions pertaining to the

work of biomedicine and the ends of progress.

In biomedicine, pain and suffering are largely

addressed via therapeutic means (Kleinman et al.

1992, 14). Whereas the Council posits pain as an

important facet of the human experience, practitio-

ners foreground the duty of biomedicine in response

to the witness of suffering. As these two perspectives

converge in the realm of anti-aging, the bioethical

constructions of the natural life course register

against the obligation of biomedicine. The work of

the PCBE argues that suffering inherent in aging

itself is an important, morally acceptable if not even

laudable, part of life. On the other hand, practitioners

vie for the mitigation of aging as a function of a

biomedical obligation to reduce suffering.

Conclusion

The question of whether anti-aging is a societal or

individual ‘‘good’’ takes many forms: concerns for

social justice (Chapman 2004; Dumas and Turner

2007; Fukuyama 2002; Holstein 2001; Singer 1991),

a threat to human nature (Callahan 1994, 2006; Kass

2004; Manheimer 2000; Mitchell et al. 2004; Vincent

2006), and a desirability for mitigating suffering

(Arking 2004; Micans 2005; Miller 2002; Overall

2004; Post 2004a, b; Stock in Stock and Callahan

2004; Zaleski 2004). The bioethical adjudications

like those of the PCBE however, trade upon an

understanding of anti-aging that is not borne out in

the field. Invoking the pursuit for immortality as the

explicit or implicit goal of anti-aging represents a

problematic leap, bioethicist Leigh Turner argues, to

‘‘reflections on the banality of immortality’’ (Turner

2004).

Indeed, immortality is the expressed goal of some

anti-aging proponents. The mission of the Immortal-

ity Institute is ‘‘to conquer the blight of involuntary

death’’ (Immortality Institute (2009); see also Immor-

tality Institute 2004). This line of reasoning chal-

lenges the construction of death as natural, invoking
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other ‘‘naturals’’ that are also undesirable and have

become a target for intervention. For example, a

posting on the fightaging.org website argues that

‘‘some say that death is a part of life. I contend that,

by definition, it is not. Besides, anthrax, smallpox and

bubonic plague were once ‘‘part of life’’—should we

therefore accept and welcome them?’’ (Bowermaster

2004). While this basic sentiment may be shared by

many, the practitioners and proponents I have talked

with do not speak of immortality or even death but

rather the gruesome rigors of aging’s decline, rigors

that biomedical science should be addressing directly.

From those who do not promote the goal of

immortality, arguments against the critique that anti-

aging is about immortality come in two primary

forms. The first is that immortality is so far off—if

not impossible—that it is not worthy of discussion.

Focusing on immortality distracts from other, more

acute and perhaps more profound issues that anti-

aging presents in relation to longer and healthier, if

not infinite lives. The second response to the immor-

tality frame is that even with wildly successful anti-

aging interventions, we will still be mortal, susceptible

to disease and vulnerable to accident.

As I have submitted here, many if not most anti-

aging practitioners, researchers, and proponents are

seeking not immortality but an end or at least

analgesic to the decline of aging. Retarding, arresting,

and/or reversing the aging process is positioned along

the axis of health and pain rather than that of life and

death, positioning the decline of aging less within

dying and more within the realm of therapeutic

engagement. That aging is first a physically painful,

undesirable deterioration of the biological body

provides a beginning point. That this decline is not

inevitable, at least in the ways we currently experi-

ence it, provides the scaffold for seeking interven-

tions into the process of aging. That biomedicine is

equal to the challenge, with ample funding and a

structural shift in how science approaches aging,

provides the hope that an effective therapy is

imminent.

Despite the chorus of proponents arguing that anti-

aging is an approach aimed at ‘‘health preservation’’

and not death-avoidance, the Council and other

critiques forward a portrait of anti-aging that takes

life and death as its backdrop. Such a staging makes

room for particular questions to be asked, inescapably

silencing others. The Council posits that anti-aging

goals for ‘‘indefinite prolongation and ageless

bodies’’ (PCBE 2003a, 226) threaten a loss of

humanity, of a ‘‘fully lived’’ life, of a sense of

continuity and renewal, and of an ensuing anomie for

young and old alike as we become unhinged from the

natural life course. The Council asserts that it is the

sometimes explicit and often ‘‘secret’’ longing for

immortality that motivates the field; thus its report

focuses upon these desires and not the potential anti-

aging tenders in restructuring the experience of aging

and reorienting the work of biomedicine toward aging

bodies. Moreover, by linking anti-aging medicine to

immortality, this line of reasoning allows for the

‘‘extreme’’ desires to signify the whole of anti-aging

practice. Blackburn argues that this misrepresents the

‘‘motivation of reputable researchers in the field of

aging’’ (Blackburn and Rowley 2004), a discipline

that has long struggled for both scientific and political

legitimacy (Achenbaum 1995; Binstock 2003).

The PCBE and others link aging to death in the

context of nature which relates the process of aging

with the process of dying. It is this conflation that

many anti-aging proponents rail against, attempting

not to remove death from life but dying from aging. If

aging is not a protracted mortality tale, then its

physical pain is not a naturalized fact but rather a

target for intervention. And it is the very real, very

beleaguering pain of aging’s decline that is of

greatest concern to these proponents. This concern,

however, is often eclipsed from bioethical discus-

sions as the aging-death-decline narrative leaves little

room for discussions of pain.

I do not mean here to simply add another voice to

the critiques of the Council, President Bush, conser-

vative theologies, naturalists, nor life-course tradi-

tionalists. In fact, I find many of these questions and

meditations compelling. Instead, I illuminate the

dissonances between arguments about anti-aging

objectives and how these dissonances shape discourse

around both bioethical and anti-aging work. As much

of bioethics is concerned with ‘‘what if’’ questions,

posing a what-if of immortality is, I argue, a separate

question than the what-if of an altered silhouette of

aging. The focus on death and aging-as-death’s-

neighbor frames discussion in terms of life and death

whereas many anti-aging proponents employ the

structure of pain and health to buttress their work.

Bioethical discussions on anti-aging with pain-avoid-

ance as its objective could engender an even greater
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threat to social justice. Such quests speak to the

ethical, functional, consequential role of pain and its

the relationship to biomedicine. By incorporating the

voices of anti-aging proponents, I argue that the

stakes in anti-aging have more to do with a shifting

relationship between biomedicine, health, and aging

and that nature and disease, and even life and death

are simply less relevant.
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